Simplifying your writing does not mean making it dull; it means making it more effective. The current health crisis has resulted in an increase in the number of communications from the school system to families and it goes without saying that it is essential that the content be understood. Here are some techniques that will help you write simply, clearly and effectively so that your messages will be read and understood by as many people as possible.

**QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF FIRST**

- Who are the intended readers?
  - The audience is composed of what type of reader?
  - What information does the reader need?
  - Is the reader fluent in the language?

- What is the main message?
  - What is the purpose of this communication?
  - What is the main idea to be conveyed?
  - What are the important elements that must be communicated (date, time, contact information, major changes, etc.)?

**TEXT ORGANIZATION**

- **Sentences**
  - Limit yourself to one idea per sentence.
  - Use the positive form and the active voice.
  - Avoid using metaphors.
  - Address the reader directly.
  - Write a maximum of 15 words per sentence.
  - Keep your sentence structure simple but complete (subject, verb, object).

- **Paragraphs**
  - Express one main idea per paragraph.
  - Write a maximum of six short sentences per paragraph.

- **Lists**
  - Choose vertical lists with bullet points.
  - Use complete sentences in your bulleted list.
LAYOUT AND DESIGN

Layout
.
- Provide as much white space as possible.
- Use margins that are at least 2.5 cm wide.
- Put titles in bold type that is 2 points larger than the font for the text.
- Leave one extra line space before and after titles, subtitles and paragraphs.
- Use 1.5 or 2.0 line spacing.
- Ensure that the titles and subtitles effectively introduce the content that follows.

Font
- Use a 12-point font.
- Use the same font throughout the document.
- Use a serif font such as Times New Roman.
- Only use bold type to emphasize a few words.

Justification
- Choose left justification.
- Avoid full justification of the text in order to avoid irregular spacing between words.

Illustration
- Use symbols that the target audience understands.
- Only incorporate images that are closely related to the text.

LANGUAGE

Vocabulary
- Choose common, everyday words.
- Choose words that have few syllables.
- Avoid using jargon, initialisms, acronyms and other abbreviations.
- Cut out unnecessary words (adverbs, for example).

Verbs
- Use simple tenses.
- Only use one conjugated verb per sentence.
- Keep the verb and the subject close together.
- Avoid starting sentences with participles.

CONCRETE EXAMPLE

Here is a concrete example of a message sent to parents by a school service centre. The first text uses formal language, and the second uses plain language.
October 2, 2020

To all parents of students attending the schools under the jurisdiction of the School Service Centre

Dear Madam or Sir:

**SUBJECT: School transportation**

We are sending you some information concerning school transportation for students:

**Wearing of a procedural mask**
In light of the findings of the epidemiological studies conducted in our schools by the public health authorities, we know that wearing a procedural mask (also known as a surgical mask) provides greater protection than a fabric mask. If a case of COVID-19 were reported among the other passengers on your child’s route, the wearing of a procedural mask would greatly reduce the likelihood of your child having to go into preventive isolation.

**School transportation for elementary school students: new surplus seats available**
After having taken into account all students who are entitled to school transportation and confirmed their use of the service on our different routes, we are now in a position to offer new surplus seats in certain sectors. They will be assigned on a priority basis to the youngest students and those whose principal address is located furthest from the school. New requests can be submitted up to and including October 9, 2020, and the transportation service will begin on November 1, 2020. You can register your child by clicking on the following link: https://inscriptiontransportscolaire/place.ca.

**School transportation workforce shortage**
The current pandemic poses an additional challenge in terms of recruiting and replacing drivers. At this time, we are in a position to ensure service on all routes. However, given the information we have obtained from our transportation providers, the precarious nature of the situation could lead to temporary service disruptions on some routes. We prefer to advise you of this possibility. Should such a situation arise, we will inform you, by email, as soon as possible.

Thank you for your understanding and, above all for your forbearance at this very difficult time.

Yours truly,

Director General
October 2, 2020

To all parents of students in schools under the School Service Centre

Dear Parents:

**SUBJECT: Taking the school bus**

Here is some information on school bus transportation for students:

**Wearing a procedural mask on the bus**
Public health officials say that a procedural mask protects better than cloth masks. We suggest that students wear a procedural mask on the bus.

**Buses for elementary school students: More seats are now available**
More seats will be available on the buses starting **November 1, 2020**. Priority will be given to the youngest students and those who live farthest away from the school.

**Signing up:**
- You must sign up **no later than October 9, 2020.**
- To do so, click on this link: [https://xxxx/inscriptiontransportscolaire/place.ca](https://xxxx/inscriptiontransportscolaire/place.ca).

**Shortage of bus drivers**
It is hard to hire and replace bus drivers during the pandemic. Your bus route could be cancelled if the driver gets sick. If that happens, you will be sent an email.

Thank you for your understanding and patience in these difficult times.

Yours truly,

Director General
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